Given an arbitrary initial value z0 for the differential-algebraic equation A i ( t ) + Bx(t) = f(t), an initial value x$ can be selected from among all consistent initial values for that equation by means of the Laplace transform. We show that this choice is the only one that fulfills some simple, physically reasonable assumptions on linear systems' behavior, thereby ruling out other values of z$ proposed in the literature. Our derivation is elementary compared to previous justifications of the above Laplace transform based method. We also characterize x$ by means of a system of linear equations involving A, B, derivatives of f, and xi, which gives a new method to numerically calculate x,'.
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BACKGROUND
Various technical processes and systems may be described by dif ferential-algebraic equations (DAEs) F(X(t), W l t ) = 0, (1) where F : W n x W n x W -r, R" is sufficiently smooth and, typically, the derivative of F with respect to its second argument is singular For several reasons [ 11, DAE models (1) are preferred in many fields, including the simulation of electrical networks, even if an equivalent explicit differential equation
PI.
could be obtained. On the other hand, in comparison to (2), DAEs may exhibit troublesome phenomena, including order reduction in numerical integration [ Assume now that DAE (1) is an appropriate model for the physical system under investigation for t > to only and that this system has some historyjthat is not adequately described by (1) . More precisely, let there be given some continuous mapping If DAE (1) is uniquely solvable, and, in addition, the system is adequately described by some (other) uniquely solvable DAE for t < t o , this amounts to the selection of a consistent initial value
x$ = x+(to) for (1) at t o from among all such consistent values on grounds of the past, xi. In other words, inconsistent initial conditions require to define a mapping
that is physically reasonable. Although the above setting is quite common in several fields of application [6, 7] , including electrical networks with ideal switches [8], the above problem has been solved for very special nonlinear DAEs only [9-113. For the linear time-invariant case
of DAE (l), which we assume to be uniquely solvable, it has been proposed to define
for the special case to = 0, where z is the inverse of With only few exceptions, e.g. [ 151, the same value ( 5 ) is obtained from all other methods proposed in the literature [5,9- 
and denote the affine space of consistent initial values at 0 for (4) by K ( A , B , / ) .
(The assumption that f is defined on the whole ofW and that to = 0 are imposed in order to simplify the presentation and are not essential to what we are doing.)
Then it is reasonable to impose the following restrictions on the family J{A,B), for any n E N, k E N U {0}, any n x n pencil (A, B) of index k, and any f E Ck(R, R"): 
holds for any mapping J(A,B) th.at satisfies (i)-(iv), which establishes uniqueness. For existence, we regard (1 2)' as a definition and show that the family of mappings thereby defined fulfills (i)-(iv). To this end, we
first show that the definition is independent of the particular Q and That is, if (4) consists of two decoupled subsystems, then 2 : is determined by the corresponding values for the subsystems.
Let AI be the projection defined ky ~FL: Etr x W"-' + W" : ( q y ) c) (z,O). ThenQmQ-' and&m&-' areprojections. By (1 3) and (1 5) , the images of these projections coincide, and so do their kernels. Hence, the projections themselves coincide, i.e., (iv) If Y and X are regular matrices which transform (4) into (16) is, the mapping (3) is invariant w.r.t. changes of coordinates and w.r.t. premultiplication from the left.
for all z E W". ((sid+W)-') ' ) jD = p-1 (((sid+W)-')' for'any s E W \ U. In particular, P-' kerm = 5-l kerr1 and P-' im xi = F-' im Ti.
Let V = P-' ker TI and assume w E V, s E W \ 0. Then
and hence,
Choose some s E W\o and define the iinear mappings T, T E L(W", R")' by T u = Q (0, (sN + id)-'(Pw)z) and
V is a complement of the kemels of T and T. Indeed, v E V and Tv = 0 imply U = 0 by (1 8). In addition, T and l" are zero on P-' imnl, a complement of V. After all, T = T', i.e., (19) holds for all E W" and s E W \ o. Since U is finite, W \ ~7 is everywhere dense in R Hence, (19) holds for any v E W" and s E W as both sides of (1 9) are continuous. Now, the derivatives of order j, j E (0, . . . , k -l}, with respect to s at 0, of the left and the right hand sides of (19) coincide, which, by (1 l), completes the p r h f of independence of the right hand side of (12) from P and Q.
To further characterize (6), let Ta(A, B) be the i . n x i . n It is now straightforward to show that (i)-(iv) hold. matrix defined by -\
B AI
2.2 Theorem Let (A, B) be an n x n pencil of index k > 0, f E C'((W,W"). Then:
(ii) Ify = (yi, 92,. . . , y2k), ya E W" fori E (1,. . . ,2k}, and (20) holds for I = 0, then y, = 0 for all i E (1,. . . ,k}.
In other words, the components yi , . . . , Yk of solutions of (20) are uniquely determined. In particular, 9 : is given by
J =o
On the other hand, if k 2 2, given arbitrary yg, it follows that there is exactly one solution of the block equations 2 through k of 
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CONCLUSIONS
For a linear uniquely solvable DAE (4), we have shown that, given an arbitrary initial value z , , there is exactly one consistent initial value z$ such that the mapping zz t -+ z$ fulfills four basic, physically reasonable assumptions on systems' behavior which are given in section 2. As that consistent initial value z$ coincides with the value obtained from the well-known Laplace transform based method, our result can be seen as a further, elementary justification of (5), which rules out any other values of & proposed in the literature.
Further, we characterize $0' by means of a linear system of equations, which gives a new method to numerically calculate f .
In addition to Kronecker's Canonical Form for (4), our considerations are based on simple facts from linear algebra and do not require any familiarity with distributions, functional transforms, or singular perturbations. Note, however, that under the assumptions of Th. 2.2 (iii), the values of yi, i E { 1, . . . , k -l}, are the coefficients of the Dirac impulse and its derivatives in the distributional solution to (4).
